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CHAPTER 5. AN EFFICIENT METHOD OF ESTIMATION FOR
LONGITUDINAL SURVEYS WITH MONOTONE MISSING DATA
A paper to be submitted to Biometrika
Ming Zhou and Jae Kwang Kim
Department of Statistics & Statistical Laboratory
Iowa State University
Ames, IA, 50011, USA
Abstract
Panel attrition is frequently encountered in panel sample surveys. When the panel attrition
is related with the observed study variable observed in the previous years, the classical approach
of nonresponse adjustment using a covariate-dependent dropout mechanism can be biased. We
consider an efficient method of estimation with monotone panel attrition when the response
probability depends on the previous values of study variable as well as other covariates. The
proposed estimator is asymptotically optimal in the sense that it minimizes the asymptotic
variance of a class of estimators that can be written as a linear combination of the unbiased
estimators of the panel estimates for each wave. The proposed estimator incorporates all
available information using the idea of generalized method of moments. Variance estimation is
discussed and results from two limited simulation studies are also presented.
Key Words: Ignorable Missing; Generalized Method of Moments; Panel attrition; Survey in
Time, Survey Sampling.
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5.1 Introduction
Longitudinal surveys or panel surveys, surveys in which similar measurements are made on
the same sample at different points in time, are very popular in the study of social and physical
dynamics that cannot be inferred from cross-sectional surveys. Missing data in the response
variable is a serious impediment to performing a valid statistical analysis in longitudinal surveys,
and estimation with longitudinal missing data is quite challenging. Bollinger and David (1997,
2001), for example, used the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) data to show
that estimates of food-stamp participation adjusted for nonresponse are significantly different
from estimates that fail to account for nonresponse. Wun et al. (2007) and Hawkes and Plewis
(2006) showed empirically that modeling the response probability is important for reducing the
bias in the estimates.
A popular practice for nonresponse adjustment for panel survey assumes that the implicit
response mechanism is the covariate-dependent missing, as termed by Little (1995), where the
response probability depends on the base-year covariate Xi that does not change over time,
but not on the study variable Yit that may vary over time. The nonresponse mechanism is
called ignorable if the true response probability depends only on the observed data and does
not depend on unobserved random variables. In a panel survey, ignorable response mechanism
means that the response probability at time t may depend on Xi and Yis with s < t, but
not on Yit. The covariate-dependent missing mechanism can be quite restrictive because the
dropout mechanism may not be fully explained by demographic base year covariates. For
example, Korinek et al. (2007) analyzed the Current Population Survey (CPS) data using an
area level model of response rate on average income and found that the response probability is
strongly correlated with household income. They went on further concluding that the current
adjustment method, which is essentially based on the covariate-dependent missing assumption,
should be rejected.
Robins et al. (1995) have developed a method for the estimation of longitudinal regression
models under ignorable nonresponse. Robins et al. (1995) assumed a working outcome regres-
sion model for Yit, as well as the response propensity model for the response probability, in
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developing their estimator. Rotnitzky et al. (1998) extended the method of Robins et al. (1995)
to nonignorable missingness. However, the Robins et al. (1995) method does not make full use
of available information.
Under the response model of Robins et al. (1995), we consider an alternative method of
parameter estimation that uses all available information in the longitudinal data. The basic
idea for combining all available information is based on the generalized method of moments
(GMM) estimation procedure of Hansen (1982). For T=1, the proposed estimator reduces
to the optimal estimator considered in Cao et al. (2009). Thus, the proposed estimator is a
generalized version of the existing optimal estimator for longitudinal surveys. By the orthogonal
construction of the control variates, the computation of the optimal estimator is simplified.
In Section 5.2, basic setup is introduced. In Section 5.3, optimal propensity score estimator
is motivated under the GMM framework. In Section 5.4, the optimal estimator under the
panel survey setup is proposed. In Section 5.5, the proposed method is extended to complex
survey sampling. In Section 5.6, results from two limited simulation studies are presented and
concluding remarks are made in Section 5.7.
5.2 Basic Setup
Let Yit(i = 1, . . . , n, t = 0, . . . , T ) be the outcome of interest measured on the ith sub-
ject at year t, Xi be the corresponding auxiliary information that is always observed and
remains constant throughout different years. We use rit to denote the indicator of response
for subject i at year t: rit = 1 if Yit is observed and rit = 0 otherwise. We shall regard
(Xi, ri0, ri1, . . . , riT , Yi0, . . . YiT ), i = 1, . . . , n, as independent and identically distributed ran-
dom vectors. Assume that the baseline information for subject i, (Xi, Yi0), is always ob-
served. Our goal is to estimate µt = E(Yit), the mean of Yit, for t = 1, . . . , T . Denote
Li,t = (X
′
i, Yi0, Yi1, . . . , Yi,t)
′ be the observed values of (X,Y ) for unit i up to time t. For any
random variable ∆, we use E˜ to denote the sample average of ∆, that is
E˜{∆} = n−1
n∑
i=1
∆i. (5.1)
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If the sample is obtained from a complex sampling design, E˜{∆} represent a design-unbiased
estimator of E{∆} based on the theory of Horvitz and Thompson (1952).
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that the missing pattern is monotone, that is,
ri,j = 0⇒ ri,j+1 = 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , T − 1. (5.2)
Although the constraint (5.2) can be somewhat restrictive, we believe that the monotone miss-
ing will cover most realistic situations for the panel attrition. The extension to non-monotone
missing pattern is beyond the scope of this paper. We shall assume the following missing data
mechanism:
Pr(rit = 1|ri,t−1 = 1, Li,T ) = Pr(ri,t = 1|ri,t−1 = 1, Li,t−1). (5.3)
Equation (5.3) means that the data are “missing at random” in the sense of Rubin (1976). See
also Little (1995) for its meaning under longitudinal survey setup. Equation (5.3) means that,
at any year t, the probability that Yit is missing only depends on what is observed by time t−1.
In other words, among subjects observed at time t− 1, the nonresponse probability at time t is
unrelated to the current and future outcomes Yit, . . . , YiT . The missing data mechanism in (5.3)
is more realistic than the covariate-dependent missing mechanism, which is often assumed in
the usual nonresponse adjustment methods that use the demographic variables as the covariates
for the nonresponse model. In addition to (5.3), we assume that
pit := P (rit = 1|ri,t−1 = 1, Li,t−1) > σ > 0, t = 1, . . . , T, (5.4)
so that for each subject i, the probability of remaining in the study is bounded away from zero,
which is needed to guarantee the existence of n1/2-consistent estimators of µt (Robins et al.,
1994). The probability pit is the conditional probability of response at time t given the unit i
response at time t− 1. Assumptions (5.2) and (5.3) imply that
piit := P (rit = 1|Li,T ) = P (rit = 1|Li,t−1) = P (ri0 = 1)
t∏
j=1
pij . (5.5)
The response probability piit is also often called propensity score (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983).
Denote pii0 = P (ri0 = 0), which is assumed to be known, such as in sample surveys, the selection
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is under control of the investigator. The probability piit is different from pit in that piit refers to,
for subject i, the marginal probability of response at time t, while pit refers to the conditional
probability of a response at time t given that unit i responds at time t − 1. Very often piit
depends on Li,t−1 and the average of the observed Yit’s,
µˆt,naive =
∑
i ritYit∑
i rit
, (5.6)
will in general be inconsistent for µt. In this case, a commonly adopted approach is to model
the response probability and use the estimated response probability to obtain the propensity
score adjusted (PS) estimators. We discuss the PS estimator in more detail in the upcoming
section.
5.3 Optimal PS Estimation
5.3.1 PS Estimation
For simplicity, let us start from the T = 1 case. We now absorb Yi0 into Xi, and denote it as
Xi solely. The outcome of interest is then Yi1 and we are interested in estimating µ1 = E(Yi1).
Let the true response probability be parametrically modeled by pii1 = pi1(Xi;φ1), for some
function pi1(.) known up to φ1. If the maximum likelihood estimator of φ1, the solution to
S1(φ1) = E˜
{
(r1 − pi1) ∂pi1/∂φ1
pi1(1− pi1)
}
= 0, (5.7)
denoted by φˆ1, is available, then the propensity score adjusted (PS) estimator of µY1 , denoted
by µˆY1,PS , can be computed by solving
Uˆ1,PS := E˜
{
r1
pˆi1
(Y1 − µ1)
}
= 0, (5.8)
for µ1. Inverse probability weighted estimating equations have been previously considered by
Horvitz and Thompson (1952), Manski and Lerman (1977), Flanders and Greenland (1991),
Robins et al. (1995) among others. Strictly speaking, the PS estimator in (5.8) is also a
function of φˆ1. To discuss the asymptotic variance of the PS estimator, we introduce the
following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Suppose z1, . . . , zn are independent and identically distributed random vectors
and γˆ is the solution to E˜{U(z; γ)} = 0. Let Ui(γ) = U(zi; γ). If (i) E{U(γ∗)} = 0 and
γˆ = γ∗+ op(1), where γ∗ is an interior point of the parameter space; (ii) V ar{U(γ∗)} is finite;
(iii) U(γ) is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood N of γ∗; (iv) E{∂U(γ∗)/∂γ} exists
and is nonsingular; (v) E
{
supγ∈N ‖∂U(γ)/∂γ‖
}
<∞. Then,
γˆ − γ∗ = −
[
E
{
∂U(γ∗)
∂γ
}]−1
E˜{U(γ∗)}+ op(n−1/2). (5.9)
Proof. This lemma is an immediate application of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 3.1 of Newey and
McFadden (1994).
Remark 5.1. Consider Ui(γ) = (θ
′ − gi(φ)′, ψi(φ)′)′, where γ = (θ′, φ′)′, S(φ) =
∑
i ψi(φ) is
the score function for φ. Let γˆ be the solution to E˜{U(γ)} = 0, that is, γˆ = (θˆ′, φˆ′)′, where
θˆ = E˜{g(φˆ)}. Assume that conditions in Lemma 5.1 are satisfied. Then (5.9) reduces to θˆ − θ∗
φˆ− φ∗
 = −
I −E{∂g(φ∗)/∂φ}
0 E{∂ψ(φ∗)/∂φ}

−1 E˜{g(φ∗)}
E˜{ψ(φ∗)}
+ op(n−1/2). (5.10)
By differentiating E{g(φ)} with respect to φ under the integral sign and evaluating at φ∗, we
obtain −E{∂g(φ∗)/∂φ} = E{g(φ∗)ψ(φ∗)} = Cov{g(φ∗), ψ(φ∗)}, similarly −E{∂ψ(φ∗)/∂φ} =
E{ψ(φ∗)ψ(φ∗)′} = V ar{ψ(φ∗)} (Pierce, 1982) . Therefore, θˆ can be expressed as
θˆ − θ∗ = E˜{g(φ∗)} − Cov{g(φ∗), ψ(φ∗)}[V ar{ψ(φ∗)}]−1E˜{ψ(φ∗)}+ op(n−1/2). (5.11)
This implies that
V ar[E˜{g(φˆ)}] = V ar[E˜{g(φ∗)}|S⊥] + o(n−1), (5.12)
where
V ar{E˜{g(φˆ)|S⊥} := V ar[E˜{g(φ∗)}]
− Cov[E˜{g(φ∗)}, S(φ∗)][V ar{S(φ∗)}]−1Cov[S(φ∗), E˜{g(φ∗)}].
(5.13)
Note that by (5.12),
V ar
{
E˜
(
r1Y1
pˆi1
)}
≈ V ar
{
E˜
(
r1Y1
pi1
) ∣∣∣∣S⊥1 } ≤ V ar{E˜ (r1Y1pi1
)}
.
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Such contradictory phenomena has been discussed by Rosenbaum (1987), Robins et al. (1994),
Little and Vartivarian (2005), Kim and Kim (2007), Beaumont and Bocci (2009). See also
Henmi and Eguchi (2004).
5.3.2 Optimal PS Estimation
We now discuss optimal PS estimation. We assume that the propensity score is computed
as in (5.7). In general, the PS estimator µˆX,PS applied to µX = E(X) is not equal to the
complete sample estimator µˆX,n = E˜{X}. Thus, the complete sample estimator X¯n can be
used to improve the efficiency of the PS estimator. To combine all the available information,
we consider minimizing the following objective function
Q =

Xˆ1 − µX
Xˆ2 − µX
Yˆ1 − µ1

′
V ar


Xˆ1
Xˆ2
Yˆ1


−1
Xˆ1 − µX
Xˆ2 − µX
Yˆ1 − µ1
 , (5.14)
with respect to µX and µ1, where Xˆ1 and Xˆ2 are two unbiased estimators of µX and Yˆ1 is
an unbiased estimator of µ1. The estimator obtained from the minimization of Q in (5.14) is
often called the GMM, termed by Hansen (1982), and is very popular in econometrics. The
GMM setup provides a useful tool for combining information from different sources. Under the
missing data setup where Xi is always observed and Yi1 is subject to missingness, if we know
pii1, then we can evaluate Xˆ1 = E˜{X}, Xˆ2 = E˜{r1X/pi1}, Yˆ1 = E˜{r1Y1/pi1}. In this case, the
optimal estimator that minimizes (5.14) is obtained by
µˆ1 = E˜
{
r1Y1/pi1 − (r1/pi1 − 1)X ′B∗
}
,
where
B∗ = E
[
E˜{(1/pi1 − 1)XX ′}
]−1
E
[
E˜{(1/pi1 − 1)XY1}
]
.
In practice, we can estimate B∗ by the plug-in estimator
µˆ1,opt = E˜
{
r1Y1/pi1 − (r1/pi1 − 1)X ′Bˆ∗
}
, (5.15)
where
Bˆ∗ = E˜
[
r1
pi1
(1/pi1 − 1)XX ′
]−1
E˜
[
r1
pi1
(1/pi1 − 1)XY1
]
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The estimator (5.15) is an (asymptotically) optimal estimator among the class of linear
unbiased estimators. A PS estimator is said to have external consistency if it is equal to the
full sample estimator E˜{Y1} when Yi1 = X ′iβ for some β for all i. Note that the optimal
estimator (5.15) satisfies a calibration constraint in the sense that, if Yi1 = X
′
iβ for some β
for all i, then Bˆ∗ = β, and µˆ1,opt = E˜ {r1(Y1 − Y1)/pi1 + Y1} = E˜(Y1). Thus, the direct PS
estimator Yˆ1,PS is not externally consistent but the optimal estimator in (5.15) is.
If the true propensity scores are unknown, we will use Xˆ1 = E˜{X}, Xˆ2 = XˆPS =
E˜{r1X/pˆi1}, Yˆ1 = Yˆ1,PS = E˜{r1Y1/pˆi1}, where pˆi1 = pi1(X; φˆ1), with φˆ1 being the maximum
likelihood estimator given by (5.7). In this case, the optimal estimator of µX is still equal to
E˜{X}, but the optimal estimator of µˆ1,opt in (5.15) using pˆii1 instead of pii1 is not really optimal
because the covariance between Yˆ1,PS and (XˆPS , Xˆn) is different from the covariance between
E˜{r1Y1/pi1} and (E˜{r1X/pi1}, Xˆn). To construct an optimal estimator, we can consider an
estimator of the form
µˆ1,B = Yˆ1,PS − (XˆPS − Xˆn)B
indexed by B and find B∗ that minimizes the variance of µˆ1,B. The solution is
B∗ =
{
V ar(XˆPS − Xˆn)
}−1
Cov(XˆPS − Xˆn, Yˆ1,PS).
By (5.12), we can approximate B∗ by
B∗ =
[
V ar{E˜(r1X/pi1)− Xˆn|S⊥1 }
]−1
Cov{E˜(r1X/pi1)− Xˆn, E˜(r1Y1/pi1)|S⊥1 }. (5.16)
Thus, the optimal estimator in (5.14) with Xˆ1 = Xˆn, Xˆ2 = XˆPS , Yˆ1 = Yˆ1,PS can be obtained
by minimizing
Q = (Zˆ − µZ)′{V ar(Zˆ0|S⊥1 )}−1(Zˆ − µZ), (5.17)
where Zˆ = (Xˆn, XˆPS , Yˆ1,PS)
′, Zˆ0 = (Xˆn, E˜{r1X/pi1}, E˜{r1Y1/pi1}) and µZ = (µX , µX , µY1).
The optimal Q term in (5.17) can be also obtained by minimizing the augmented Q term given
by
Q∗ =
Zˆ − µZ
S1

′V ar
Zˆ0
S1


−1Zˆ − µZ
S1
 , (5.18)
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where S1(φ1) is the score function of φ1, defined in (5.7). To see this, note that Q
∗ can be
decomposed into
Q∗ = {Zˆ − µZ − V ar(Zˆ0)−1Cov(Zˆ0, S1)S1}′{V ar(Zˆ0|S⊥1 )}−1
× {Zˆ − µZ − V ar(Zˆ0)−1Cov(Zˆ0, S1)S1}+ S′1V ar(S1)−1S1
= Q+ S′1V ar(S1)
−1S1,
where Q is defined in (5.17). Because S′1V ar(S1)−1S1 does not involve µZ , the optimal esti-
mator of µZ can be also be computed by minimizing Q
∗ term in (5.18). Thus, the effect of
using the estimated propensity score can be easily taken into account by simply adding the
score function for φ1 into the Q term. Furthermore, as shall be discussed in Theorem 5.2, the
inclusion of the score function into the GMM makes the linearization for variance estimation
easy. The following example gives an explicit formula for the optimal PS estimator when φ1 is
estimated by its maximum likelihood estimator.
Example 5.1. Under the response model where the score function for φ1 is
S1(φ1) = E˜
{(
r1
pi1(φ1)
− 1
)
h(φ1)
}
,
The coefficient B∗ corresponding to the optimal PS estimators in the family
µˆ1,B = Yˆ1,PS − (XˆPS − Xˆn)′B,
is given by
B∗ = {VXX − VXSV −1SS VSX}−1{VXY − VXSV −1SS VSY },
where 
VXX VXY VXS
VY X VY Y VY S
VSX VSY VSS
 = V ar


E˜{(r1/pi1 − 1)X}
E˜{r1Y1/pi1}
E˜{(r1/pi1 − 1)h}

 .
Thus, a consistent estimator of B∗ is given by
Bˆ∗ = (Ip, O)
E˜
 r1pˆi1
(
1
pˆi1
− 1
) X
h(X)

 X
h(X)

′

−1
E˜
 r1pˆi1
(
1
pˆi1
− 1
) X
h(X)
Y1
 ,
(5.19)
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where p = dim(X), and the resulting optimal estimator is
Yˆ1,opt = Yˆ1,PS − (XˆPS − Xˆn)′Bˆ∗. (5.20)
The estimator in (5.20) is equal to the optimal estimator presented in Cao et al. (2009) in
the context of a doubly robust estimator. Similar but slightly different approach was proposed
by Tan (2006). However, our derivation of the optimal estimator in (5.20) is different from
those of Cao et al. (2009) and Tan (2006). In addition, the GMM setup used in deriving (5.20)
can be easily generalized in longitudinal missing data, which will be discussed in the following
section.
5.4 Proposed Method for Longitudinal Missing
The proposed optimal estimator in Section 5.3 is based on the GMM setup and it can be
easily extended to the problem of optimal estimation with longitudinal missing. To correctly
account for the ignorable dropout mechanism in (5.3), we shall assume a parametric model
for pit, given by pit(Li−1;φt). Note that we do not make any explicit assumptions for the
marginal distribution of Li,T , we only use the response model, which is attractive in handling
unit nonresponse in sample surveys. The partial likelihood regarding φt’s is then
L(φ1, . . . , φT ) =
n∏
i=1
T∏
t=1
[
p
ri,t
it (1− pit)1−ri,t
]ri,t−1 . (5.21)
The corresponding score function is then
S¯T := (S1(φ1), . . . , ST (φT ))
′ =
(
∂ logL(φ1, . . . , φT )
∂φ1
, . . . ,
∂ logL(φ1, . . . , φT )
∂φT
)
, (5.22)
where
St(φt) = nE˜
{
rt−1(rt − pt) ∂pt/∂φt
pt(1− pt)
}
(5.23)
is the score function associated with the conditional response probability. A commonly adopted
parametric model for pt is the logistic regression model
pt =
1
1 + exp{−φ′tLt−1}
. (5.24)
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Under this logistic regression model (5.24), the score function in (5.23) reduces to
St(φt) = nE˜ {rt−1(rt − pt)Lt−1} . (5.25)
At each year t, we can obtain PS estimators for µX , µ1, . . . , µt, using pˆit. Thus, we have T + 1
estimators of µX and T − t + 1 estimators of µt computed by the inverse probability weights
at years t, . . . , T . To illustrate it, denote operator Mt as
Mt(∆) = E˜
{
rt∆
pˆit
}
, t = 0, 1, . . . . (5.26)
Then we can obtain a collection of PS estimators for LT , as shown in Table 5.1. In year t = 2,
for example, M2(X) is available for µX , M2(Y1) is available for µ1, and M2(Y2) is available
for µ2.
Table 5.1 List of available unbiased estimators of the parameters for each year
Parameters t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 · · · t = T
µX M0(X) M1(X) M2(X) M3(X) · · · MT (X)
µ1 M1(Y1) M2(Y1) M3(Y1) · · · MT (Y1)
µ2 M2(Y2) M3(Y2) · · · MT (Y2)
µ3 M3(Y3) · · · MT (Y3)
...
. . .
...
µT MT (YT )
To incorporate all available information, we use adopt GMM method in Section 5.3. Denote
ut = rt/pt − 1, t = 1, . . . , T , and
ψt−1 =

r0u1p1L0
r1u2p2L1
...
rt−1utptLt−1

, (5.27)
where L0 = (X
′, Y0)′ and Lj = (X ′, Y0, Y1, . . . , Yj)′ for j = 1, . . . , t − 1. Note that at
each year t, E(rt−1utptLt−1) = 0, because E(rt−1utptLt−1|Lt−1, r1 = . . . = rt−1 = 1) =
rt−1ptLt−1E(ut|Lt−1, r1 = . . . rt−1 = 1) = 0. Thus, E{ψt−1} = 0. At each year t, we are able
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to construct PS estimators for µX , µY1 , . . . , µt using E˜(rtX/pit), E˜(rtY1/pit), . . ., E˜{rtYt/pit}
respectively. Similar to the t = 1 case, at year t, we get the following control variates
ξt−1 =

r0
pi0
u1L0
r1
pi1
u2L1
...
rt−1
pit−1utLt−1

. (5.28)
By the definition of the response probabilities, we have rt−1ut/pit−1 = rt/pit − rt−1/pit−1 and
E{ξt−1} = 0. Therefore, we propose the following optimal estimator for E(Yt) as the minimizer
to the following quadratic Qt, with respect to µt, using the fact that E{ψt−1} = 0, E{ξt−1} = 0,
Qt =

E˜{rtYt/pˆit} − µt
E˜{ξˆt−1}
E˜{ψt−1}

′Vˆ ar

E˜{rtYt/pit}
E˜{ξt−1}
E˜{ψt−1}


−1
E˜{rtYt/pˆit} − µt
E˜{ξˆt−1}
E˜{ψt−1}
 , (5.29)
where ξˆt−1 is ξt−1 after plugging in the maximum likelihood estimator φˆ1, . . . , φˆt given by (5.22).
The control variate ξˆt−1 is included to incorporate all available information up to year t−1 and
the control variate E˜(ψt−1) is included to incorporate the score equation for (φ′1, . . . , φ′t−1)′.
For t = 1, E˜(ξˆ0) = XˆPS − Xˆn and E˜(ψt−1) = n−1S1. Note that we can write S¯T = nE˜{ψT−1}.
For example, when T = 3,
ξ2 =

r0
pi0
u1L0
r1
pi1
u2L1
r2
pi2
u3L2
 , ψ2 =

(r1 − p1r0)L0
(r2 − p2r1)L1
(r3 − p2r2)L2
 .
Intuitively speaking, when estimating E(Y3), we have four PS estimators forX, which are E˜(X),
E˜(r1X/pˆi1), E˜(r2X/pˆi2), E˜(r3X/pˆi3); three PS estimators for Y1, i.e., E˜(r1Y1/pˆi1), E˜(r2Y2/pˆi2),
E˜(r3Y1/pˆi3); two PS estimators for Y2, E˜(r2Y2/pˆi2), E˜(r3Y2/pˆi2). Those nine PS estimators pro-
duce six atomic control variates represented by ξˆ2, in the sense that any difference between
two PS estimators for estimating the same mean, say E˜(rjz/pˆij) − E˜(riz/pˆii), can be written
as a linear combination of E˜{ξˆ2}, where z can be any past information before year t. Formally
speaking, the following theorem gives our optimal PS estimator for µt for t = 1, . . . , T . Note
that, because of the orthogonality of r0u1, . . . , rt−1ut, the t subvectors of E˜(ξt−1) and E˜(ψt−1)
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are also orthogonal and Vˆ {E˜(ξt−1)} and Vˆ {E˜(ψt−1)} are block diagonal matrices. This or-
thogonality of the control variates makes the computation of the resulting optimal estimator
simple.
Theorem 5.1. Under the regularity conditions given in Appendix 5.A.1 and the response model
(5.24) such that the score equation for (φ′1, . . . , φ′T )
′ is E˜(ψT−1) = 0, for each year t, the
coefficient B∗t corresponding to the optimal estimator of µt = E{Yt} among the class
E˜(rtYt/pˆit)−B′tE˜(ξˆt−1),
is given by B∗t = (B∗1t
′, . . . , B∗tt
′)′, where
B∗jt = (Idim(Lj−1), O)E
−1
rj−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

′
× E

(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pii−1Li−1
piLi−1
 rtYt
pit
 .
(5.30)
A consistent estimator for B∗jt is
Bˆj,t = (Idim(Lj−1), O)E˜
−1
rtpˆij−1pˆit
(
1
pˆj
− 1
) 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1

 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1

′
× E˜

(
1
pˆj
− 1
) 1pˆii−1Li−1
pˆiLi−1
 rtYt
pˆit
 .
(5.31)
The resulting optimal estimator that minimizes (5.29) is
Yˆt,opt = E˜{rtYt/pˆit} −
t∑
j=1
Bˆ′j,tE˜
{
rj−1uˆjLj−1
pˆij−1
}
, (5.32)
where uˆj = rj/pˆj − 1 and pˆj = pj(Lj−1; φˆj).
Proof. See Appendix.
Remark 5.2. For t = 1, r0 ≡ 1, pi0 ≡ 1, the estimator is
E˜{rˆ1Y1/pˆi1} − Bˆ′1,1E˜
{
r0
pi0
uˆ1L0
}
= E˜
{
r1
pˆ1
Y1 − Bˆ′1,1
(
r1
pˆ1
− 1
)
X
}
,
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where
Bˆ1,1 = (I,O)
E˜
 r1pˆ1
(
1
pˆ1
− 1
) X
pˆ1X

 X
pˆ1X

′

−1
E˜
 r1pˆ1
(
1
pˆ1
− 1
) X
pˆ1X
Y1
 ,
which is the same estimator as given in Example 5.1.
We now discuss variance estimation of the optimal estimator in (5.32). Strictly speaking,
Yˆt,opt is a function of (φˆ1, . . . , φˆt) and should then be written as Yˆt,opt(φˆ1, . . . , φˆt). We show in
Theorem 5.2 that we can safely ignore the effects of φˆ1, . . . , φˆt in Yˆt,opt for linearization variance
estimation. That is, Yˆt,opt(φˆ1, . . . , φˆt) = Yˆt,opt(φ
∗
1, . . . , φ
∗
t ) + op(n
−1/2), which is often referred
to as Randles (1982) condition. See Kim and Rao (2009), for details.
Theorem 5.2. Under the regularity conditions in Appendix 5.A.1, Yˆt,opt in (5.32) is asymp-
totically linear with influence function ηt, where
ηt =
rtYt
pit
−
t∑
j=1
D′j,trt−1ut
 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1
 , (5.33)
where
Dj,t = E
−1
rj−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

′E

(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1
 rtYt
pit
 .
Thus,
√
n(Yˆt,opt − µt) d−→ N{0, V ar(ηt)} (5.34)
and also
Vˆ −1/2(Yˆt,opt − µt) d−→ N(0, 1), (5.35)
where
Vˆ = n−1(n− 1)−1E˜{ηˆt − E˜(ηˆt)}2, (5.36)
and ηˆt is ηt with the estimated parameters plugged-in.
Proof. See Appendix.
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Remark 5.3. We obtain µˆt,opt by minimizing Qt in (5.29) with respect to µt. One may consider
estimating µ1, . . . , µT simultaneously by minimizing the following term
Q˜T =

E˜{X} − µX
E˜{r1Y1/pˆi1} − µ1
...
E˜{rTYT /pˆiT } − µT
E˜{ξˆT−1} − E{ξT−1}
E˜{ψT−1} − E{ψT−1}

′
Vˆ ar

E˜{X}
E˜{r1Y1/pi1}
...
E˜{rTYt/piT }
E˜{ξT−1}
E˜{ψT−1}


−1
E˜{X} − µX
E˜{r1Y1/pˆi1} − µ1
...
E˜{rTYT /pˆiT } − µT
E˜{ξˆT−1} − E{ξT−1}
E˜{ψT−1} − E{ψT−1}

,
(5.37)
with respect to (µ′X , µ1, . . . , µT )
′. It can be shown that under monotone missing pattern,
minimizing Q˜T to estimate µ1, . . . , µT simultaneously is equivalent to minimizing Q˜T in (5.37)
for each µt (see Appendix). The dimension of the vector in (5.37) is 2qT + T
2 + 1, while the
dimension associated with Qt in (5.29) is 2qt+ t
2 − t+ 1, where q = dim(X).
5.5 Extension to Complex Survey Sampling
In this section, we extend the result to complex survey sampling by considering a fi-
nite population indexed by UN = {1, 2, . . . , N} with known population size N . Let FN =
{(X ′i, Yi1, . . . , YiT )′ | i = 1, . . . , N}. At each time t, Yit is subject to missingness indicated
by rit, which takes the value 1 if unit i is responding and takes the value 0 otherwise. We
shall assume monotone missing pattern as described in (5.2), and adopt missing at random
mechanism as in (5.3). Let A denote the set of indices for the subjects in a sample selected by
a probability sampling, with fixed sample size n and design weights ωi, i = 1, . . . , N . Assume
that the sampling indicators I{i ∈ A}, i = 1, . . . , N , are independent of missing indicators rit.
We use notations E˜, E˜A defined as
E˜{∆} = N−1
N∑
i=1
∆i, E˜A{∆} = N−1
∑
i∈A
ωi∆i. (5.38)
The parameters of interest are the population means of the study variables at different time
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points,
µt = E˜{Yt} = N−1
N∑
i=1
Yit, t = 1, . . . , T. (5.39)
Under logistic regression model in (5.24), the score function for estimating φt is
St(φt) = E˜A{rt−1(rt − pt)Lt−1/w} =
∑
i∈A
ri,t−1(ri,t − pi,t)Li,t−1. (5.40)
The PS estimator for µt in (5.39) then is
Yˆt,PS = E˜A
(
rtYt
pˆit
)
=
1
N
∑
i∈A
ωi
ritYit
pˆiit
. (5.41)
To apply the GMM methodology, we shall adopt ξt−1 in (5.28), ψt−1 in (5.27), and con-
struct a Qt term similar to (5.29). Note that E{E˜A(rtYt/pit)|FN} = E˜(rtYt/pit) = µt. Since
E[I{i ∈ A}ri,t−1(rit/pit − 1)|FN ] = E[I{i ∈ A}|FN ] · E{ri,t−1(ri,t − pit)|FN} = 0, we have
E{EA(ξt−1)|FN} = 0, and E{E˜A(ψt−1/w)|FN} = 0. Thus we can consider the Qt term similar
to (5.29) as
Qt =

E˜A{rtYt/pˆit} − µt
E˜A{ξˆt−1}
E˜A{ψt−1/w}

′
Vˆ ar−1


E˜A{rtYt/pit}
E˜A{ξt−1}
E˜A{ψt−1/w}

∣∣∣∣∣FN


E˜A{rtYt/pˆit} − µt
E˜A{ξˆt−1}
E˜A{ψt−1/w}
 . (5.42)
The details of the key steps for deriving the optimal solution to minimize Qt in (5.42) are given
in the Appendix. To discuss the asymptotic properties of the PS estimators in the complex
survey, the following conditions are assumed in addition to the regularity conditions (C1)-(C6)
stated for Theorem 5.1.
(C7) The design weight is bounded from above and below, that is,
0 < Kl ≤ nN−1ωi ≤ Ku <∞,
for all i = 1, . . . , N , uniformly in n, where Kl and Ku are fixed constants.
(C8) The sample moments with design weight converges to the population moments, that is,
1
N
∑
i∈A
ωiuiu
′
i =
1
N
N∑
i=1
uiu
′
i + op(1),
for any ui with finite second moments.
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Corollary 5.1. Let FN = {(X ′i, Yi,1, . . . , Yi,T )′ | i = 1, . . . N} be a finite population subject to
missingness at t = 1, . . . , T . A sample of size n is selected using design weights ωi. Subject to
conditions (C1) - (C8), under monotone missing pattern and response model in (5.24) such that
the score equation for (φ′1, . . . , φ′T )
′ is NE˜{ψT−1} = 0, the optimal estimator of µt among the
class E˜A{rtYt/pˆit} −B′tE˜A{ψˆt−1} is E˜A{rtYt/pˆit} −B∗t ′E˜A{ψˆt−1}, where B∗t = (B∗1t′, . . . , B∗tt′)′
and
B∗jt = (Idim(Lj−1), 0)
E˜
wpij−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w

′

−1
× E˜
w
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w
Yt
 ,
(5.43)
which can be consistently estimated by
Bˆj,t = (Idim(Lj−1), 0)
E˜A
w rtpˆit pˆij−1
(
1
pˆj
− 1
) 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1/w

 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1/w

′

−1
× E˜A
w rtpˆit
(
1
pˆj
− 1
) 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1/w
Yt
 ,
(5.44)
The resulting optimal estimator for minimizing (5.42) is
Yˆt,opt = E˜A{rtYt/pˆit} −
t∑
j=1
Bˆ′j,tE˜A
{
rj−1uˆjLj−1
pˆij−1
}
, (5.45)
where uˆij = rij/pˆij − 1, pˆiij =
∏j
k=1 pˆik and pˆij = pj(Li,j−1; φˆj).
Remark 5.4. When t = 1, note that we assume no missing in the baseline year, i.e. pi0 = 1, the
optimal estimator for N−1
∑N
i=1 Yi1 is
Yˆ1,opt = E˜A{r1Y1/pˆi1} − Bˆ′11E˜A{(r1/pˆi1 − 1)X}
= N−1
∑
i∈A
ωi
ri1Yi1
pˆii1
−N−1
∑
i∈A
ωi
(
ri1
pˆii1
− 1
)
X ′Bˆ11,
where Bˆ11 is
(I,O)

∑
i∈A
ω2i
ri1
pˆii1
(
1
pˆi1
− 1
) Xi
pˆi1Xi
wi

 Xi
pˆi1Xi
wi

′
−1
×

∑
i∈A
ω2i
ri1
pˆii1
(
1
pˆi1
− 1
) Xi
pˆi1Xi
wi
Yi1
 .
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Denote
ηi,t =
ritYit
piit
−
t∑
j=1
B∗j,t
′ri,j−1ui,j
Li,j−1
pii,j−1
−
t∑
j=1
C∗j,t
′ri,j−1ui,j
pi,jLi,j−1
wi
, (5.46)
where (B∗j,t
′, C∗j,t
′) = D∗j,t
′, and
D∗jt =
E˜
wpij−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w

′

−1
× E˜
w
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w
Yt
 .
(5.47)
A consistent estimator of Dj,t is
Dˆj,t =
E˜A
w rtpˆit pˆij−1
(
1
pˆj
− 1
) 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1/w

 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1/w

′

−1
× E˜A
w rtpˆit
(
1
pˆj
− 1
) 1pˆij−1Lj−1
pˆjLj−1/w
Yt
 .
(5.48)
Let ηˆi,t be the corresponding estimator of ηi,t in (5.46) with Dˆj,t, pˆii,j , pˆi,j , then Yˆt,opt in (5.45)
can be written as
Yˆt,opt =
1
N
∑
i∈A
ωiηˆi,t =
1
n
∑
i∈A
nωi
N
ηˆi,t.
By similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.2,
E˜A(ηˆt) = E˜A(ηt) + op(n
−1/2),
and we can apply the standard complete sample method to estimate the variance of E˜A(ηt),
which is asymptotically equivalent to the variance of E˜A(ηˆt) (see Kim and Rao, 2009).
To calculate V ar{E˜A(ηt)|FN}, the reverse framework of Fay (1992), Shao and Steel (1999),
Kim and Rao (2009) is used. Specifically, denote rt = {r11, . . . , rNt} and r¯t = {r1, . . . , rt}.
Then
V ar{E˜A(ηt)|FN} = V1 + V2 = E[V ar{E˜A(ηt)|r¯t,FN}|FN ] + V ar[E{E˜A(ηt)|r¯t,FN}|FN ].
(5.49)
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For any g with finite second moment, we assume that N−1
∑
i∈A
∑
i∈A Ωijgigj is a design
unbiased estimator of V ar{E˜(g)|FN}, where Ωij depends on the joint inclusion probability.
Then V ar{E˜A(ηt)|r¯t,FN} in (5.49) can be estimated by
Vˆ1(η) = N
−2∑
i∈A
∑
j∈A
Ωijηi,tηj,t.
To show the consistency of Vˆ1 for V1 in (5.49), we assume that finite fourth moments exist for
variables stated in (C4),
N∑
i=1
|ΩN.ij | = O(n−1N), (5.50)
and
V ar[nV ar{E˜A(ηt)|r¯t,FN}|FN ] = op(1).
Consequently, Vˆ1(η) is consistent for V1 and Vˆ1(ηˆ) is also consistent for V1 under same conditions
(see Kim et al., 2006). The second term V2 in (5.49) is V2 = V ar[E{E˜A(ηt)|r¯t,FN}|FN ] =
V ar{E˜(ηt)|FN}. Note that E(ηt|FN ) = E(rtYt/pit|FN ) + 0 = Yt, rj−1uj/pij−1 = rj/pij −
rj−1/pij−1, then
ηt − E(ηt|FN ) =
(
rt
pit
− 1
)
Yt −
t∑
j=1
rj−1ujD∗j,t
′
Lj−1/pij−1
Lj−1pj/w

=
t∑
j=1
(
rj
pij
− rj−1
pij−1
)
Yt −
t∑
j=1
rj−1ujD∗j,t
′
Lj−1/pij−1
Lj−1pj/w

=
t∑
j=1
rj−1uj
 Ytpij−1 −
t∑
j=1
D∗j,t
′
Lj−1/pij−1
Lj−1pj/w

 .
Recall that E(rj−1uj |FN ) = 0, j = 1, . . . , T and E(ri−1uirj−1uj |FN ) = pij−1(1/pj − 1)I(i = j),
for any i, j. Then, the form of V2 is
V2 = N
−2
N∑
i=1
t∑
j=1
1
pii,j−1
(
1
pij
− 1
)Yit − pii,j−1
t∑
j=1
D∗j,t
′
Li,j−1/pii,j−1
Li,j−1pi,j/wi


2
, (5.51)
and it can be estimated by
Vˆ2 = N
−2∑
i∈A
ωi
t∑
j=1
1
pˆii,j−1
(
1
pˆij
− 1
)Yit − pˆii,j−1
t∑
j=1
Dˆ′j,t
Li,j−1/pˆii,j−1
Li,j−1pˆi,j/wi


2
. (5.52)
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Under (C8), we have Vˆ2 = V2 + op(N
−1). Therefore, Vˆ {E˜A(ηˆt)} = Vˆ1 + Vˆ2 is consistent for the
variance Yˆt,opt in (5.45).
The order of the first term V1 is V1 = Op(n
−1), while the order of the second term V2 is
V2 = Op(N
−1). Thus, when the sampling fraction n/N is negligible, that is, n/N = o(1), the
second term V2 can be ignored, and Vˆ1 would be a consistent estimator for the total variance.
5.6 Simulation Study
To test our theory and to examine the performance of the proposed estimator for finite
sample sizes, we performed two simulation studies. In the first simulation study, we used a
linear regression model with serial correlation. The model is
Y0 = X/2 + e0, Yt = 1 +X/2 + Yt−1 + et, for t > 1,
where X ∼ N(0, 1), and et’s are independent and identically distributed as N(0, 1). The
missing indicator rt follows the following distribution:
P (rt = 1|X,Yt−1, rt−1 = 1) = 1
1 + exp[−2.5−X + {Yt−1 − (t− 1)}/2] ,
and there are no missing data in the baseline year. In this simulation setup, the true mean of
Yt is E(Yt) = t. The parameters of interest are µt = E(Yt), for t = 1, 2, 3. We computed five
estimators for each parameter. The estimators include E˜{Yt}, the full sample estimator under
no missingness; E˜{rtYt}/E˜{rt}, the naive estimator using the simple mean of the responding
part of the sample; E˜{rtYt/pˆit}, the direct PS estimator; Yˆt,opt, our optimal propensity score
adjusted estimator in (5.32). In addition, we considered an estimator from the class of estima-
tors proposed by Robins et al. (1995) based on weighted estimating equations. Specifically, Let
Yˆt,RRZ be solution to
E˜
[
rt
pˆit
{Yt − µt − β′1,t(X − E˜[X])}
(
1
X − E˜(X)
)]
= 0, (5.53)
which gives
Yˆt,RRZ =
E˜{rtYt/pˆit}
E˜{rt/pˆit}
− βˆ′1,t
(
E˜{rtYt/pˆit}
E˜{rt/pˆit}
− X¯n
)
. (5.54)
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We used B = 10, 000 Monte Carlo samples of size n = 500 for this simulation. The response
rates for t = 1, 2, 3, are 0.90, 0.83, 0.76 respectively. The simulation results in Table 5.2 show
that the naive estimator is severely biased as expected, and the other three PS estimators
(direct, RRZ, optimal) are all nearly unbiased. The RRZ estimator is more efficient than the
direct PS estimator because the regression model approximately holds. However, the RRZ
estimator is less efficient than the optimal estimator.
We also computed a variance estimator of the optimal estimator using the formula in (5.36).
The relative biases of the variance estimator in (5.36), for t = 1, 2, 3, are 0.0260, 0.0197,
−0.0280 respectively. Thus, the simulation results show good finite sample performance of the
proposed variance estimator.
Table 5.2 Comparison for different methods when n = 500, T = 3 with Monte Carlo sample
size 10,000 for simulation study 1.
Parameter Estimator Bias Var StdMSE
µ1
Full -0.0004 0.0061 100
Naive 0.0224 0.0067 120
PS -0.0006 0.0063 105
RRZ -0.0006 0.0063 105
Optimal -0.0006 0.0064 105
µ2
Full -0.0010 0.0105 100
Naive -0.0756 0.0121 169
PS -0.0025 0.0122 116
RRZ -0.0026 0.0116 111
Optimal -0.0018 0.0115 109
µ3
Full -0.0015 0.0161 100
Naive -0.3029 0.0186 687
PS -0.0063 0.0522 325
RRZ -0.0088 0.0235 147
Optimal -0.0022 0.0189 118
In the second simulation study, we used a nonlinear type regression model with serial
correlation. The model is
Y0 = X/3 + Z/3 + e0, Yt = 1 +X/3 + Z/3 + et, for t > 1,
where X ∼ N(0, 1), Z = sgn(X)√|X| + , with sgn being the sign function,  and et’s are
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independent and identically distributed N(0, 1) random variables. The missing indicator rt
follows the following distribution:
P (rt = 1|X,Yt−1, rt−1 = 1) = 1
1 + exp[−2.5−X + {Yt−1 − (t− 1)}/2] , (5.55)
and there are no missing data in the baseline year. In this simulation setup, the true mean of
Yt is E(Yt) = t. The parameters of interest again are µt = E(Yt), for t = 1, 2, 3.
Here we used B = 10, 000 Monte Carlo samples of size n = 500 for this simulation. The
response rates for t = 1, 2, 3 are 0.90, 0.82, 0.74 respectively. The simulation results in Table 5.3
show the same tendency as Table 5.2. The relative biases of the variance estimator using the
formula in (5.36), for t = 1, 2, 3, are 0.0137,−0.0115, −0.0671 respectively. At time t = 3, the
relative efficiency of the proposed estimator over the RRZ estimator is 167%, which is greater
than 124% of the first simulation study, and it is because the working regression model assumed
in the RRZ model does not hold in the sample generated by (5.55).
Table 5.3 Comparison for different methods when n = 500, T = 3 with Monte Carlo sample
size 10,000 for simulation study 2.
Parameter Estimator Bias Var StdMSE
µ1
Full 0.0014 0.0079 100
Naive 0.0234 0.0089 119
PS 0.0013 0.0083 105
RRZ 0.0012 0.0083 105
Optimal 0.0014 0.0083 105
µ2
Full 0.0015 0.0149 100
Naive -0.1624 0.0169 291
PS 0.0008 0.0197 132
RRZ 0.0001 0.0175 118
Optimal 0.0017 0.0161 108
µ3
Full 0.0018 0.0238 100
Naive -0.5958 0.0274 1605
PS -0.0157 0.1892 795
RRZ -0.0188 0.0514 217
Optimal 0.0030 0.0309 130
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5.7 Conclusion
We have considered the problem of estimating population mean for longitudinal data with
monotone missing patterns. The proposed method uses a parametric response model where
the response probability at time t depends on the available observations at time t − 1, that
is, on (X ′, Y1, . . . , Yt−1)′. We used a logistic regression model for the response probability, but
the proposed method can be easily extended to other response probability models that use an
explicit parametric form for the response probability.
The proposed method makes the best use of all (asymptotically) unbiased estimators avail-
able for each wave of the panel survey. The way we combine the information is based on
the GMM technique and the resulting estimator is asymptotically optimal among a class of
estimators that can be written as linear combinations of the unbiased estimators of the panel
estimates for each wave. The proposed method is directly applicable to the case when the
baseline year sample is selected with a complex probability sample. Variance estimation using
linearization method is relatively straightforward.
The proposed method requires that the missing pattern be monotone. If the proposed
method is applied to non-monotone missing patterns, estimation of response probability at
time t can be more complicated because Yi,t−1 are not always observed for non-monotone
missing case. Extension of the proposed method to non-monotone missing data will be an
important topic for future research.
5.A Proofs and Discussions
5.A.1 Proof of Theorem 5.1
Let hi,t(φt) = ∂logit(pit)/∂φt where logit(p) = log{p/(1 − p)}, Hi,t = (ξ′i,t−1, ψ′i,t−1)′.
Throughout the following arguments, unless explicitly pointed out, we shall suppress the no-
tation of true parameters φ∗t such that all expectations are evaluated at the true parameters.
We shall assume the following regularity conditions.
(C1) The conditional response probabilities are bounded from below uniformly, that is, there
exists a fixed positive constant σ such that pit > σ for i = 1, . . . , n; t = 1, . . . , T uniformly.
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(C2) The solution φˆt to St(φt) = 0 satisfies φˆt = φ
∗
t + op(1) for t = 1, . . . , T .
(C3) pit(φt) is twice continuously differentiable in the neighborhood of φ
∗
t for t = 1, . . . , T .
(C4) X,Yt, ht(φ
∗
t ), ∂ht(φ
∗
t )/∂φt have finite second moments for t = 1, . . . , T .
(C5) V ar{Hi,T } is nonsingular, E{∂HT /∂φ¯T } exists and is nonsingular.
(C6) There exists a neighborhood Nt of φ∗t such that E{supφt∈Nt ‖ht(φt)‖} <∞, E{supφt∈Nt
‖ht(φt)ht(φt)′‖} <∞ and E{supφt∈Nt ‖∂ht/∂φt‖} <∞ for t = 1, . . . , T .
Proof. The optimal B∗t that minimizes the variance of E˜{rtYt/pˆit} −B′tE˜{ξˆt−1} is given by
V ar[E˜{ξˆt−1}]B∗t = Cov(E˜{ξˆt−1}, E˜{rtYt/pˆit}).
Let Ui,t(γ) = (µt − ritYit/piit, ξ′i,t−1, ψ′i,t−1)′, where γ = (µt, φ¯′t)′ with φ¯t = (φ′1, . . . , φ′t)′.
First of all, conditions Lemma 5.1 (i) (ii) hold by (C1), (C2), (C4). For example, because
piit =
∏t
j=1 pijpi0 ≥ σt, |ri,t/pii,t − ri,t−1/pii,t−1| ≤ 2/σt, E{rtY 2t /pi2t } ≤ E{Y 2t }/σ2, E[‖(rt/pit −
rt−1/pit−1)Lt−1‖2] ≤ 2E‖Lt−1‖2/σ2. Also, (C3) implies (iii), (C5) implies (iv). Note that
pit(1 − pit)hi,t = ∂pit/∂φt, thus E{supφt∈Nt ‖∂pit/∂φt‖} ≤ E{supφt∈Nt ‖hit(φt)‖}/4 < ∞,
‖∂piit/∂φk‖ = ‖∂pik/∂φk
∏
j 6=k pij(φj)‖ ≤ ‖∂pik/∂φk‖. Moreover, ‖∂{(ri,t − ri,t−1pit)hi,t}/∂φt‖
= ‖ − ri,t−1(∂pit/∂φt)h′it + (ri,t − ri,t−1pi,t)∂hi,t/∂φt‖ ≤ ‖hi,th′i,t‖/4 + 2‖∂hi,t/∂φt‖. Therefore,
(C6) implies (v). Note that under logistic response model in (5.24), hi,t = Li,t−1, (C6) would
automatically hold. Although in the following arguments, we adopt the logistic regression
model in (5.24), the derivation shall carry through without extra effort. By similar arguments
in the remark of Lemma 5.1, we have
ˆ¯φt − φ¯∗t = − E
{
∂S¯t(φ¯
∗
t )
∂φ¯t
}−1
S¯t(φ¯
∗
t ) + op(n
−1/2)
E˜{ξˆt−1} = E˜{ξt−1(φ¯∗t )} − E
{
∂ξt−1(φ¯∗t )
∂φ¯t
}
E
{
∂S¯t(φ¯
∗
t )
∂φ¯t
}−1
S¯t(φ¯
∗
t ) + op(n
−1/2)
E˜{rtYtpˆit} = E˜{rtYt/pit(φ¯∗t )} − E
{
∂(rtYt/pit(φ¯
∗
t ))
∂φ¯t
}
E
{
∂S¯t(φ¯
∗
t )
∂φ¯t
}−1
S¯t(φ¯
∗
t ) + op(n
−1/2).
By similar argument in the remark, (see also Pierce, 1982), we have
E
{
∂ξt−1
∂φ¯t
}
= −Cov(ξt−1, S¯t) = −Cov(ξt−1, ψt−1), E
{
∂S¯t(φ¯t)
∂φ¯t
}
= V ar(S¯t) = nV ar(ψt−1).
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Therefore,
V ar[E˜{ξˆt−1}] = V ar[E˜{ξt−1}]− Cov(ξt−1, S¯t)V ar(S¯t)−1Cov(S¯t, ξt−1) + o(n−1)
Cov(E˜{ξˆt−1}, E˜{rtYt/pˆit}) =Cov(E˜{ξt−1}, E˜{rtYt/pit})
− Cov(ξt−1, S¯t)V ar(S¯t)−1Cov(S¯t, rtYt/pit) + o(n−1).
Let
V ar
ξt−1
ψt−1
 = E

ξt−1
ψt−1

ξt−1
ψt−1

′ =
VLL,t VLS,t
VLS,t VSS,t
 ,
VLY,t
VSY,t
 = E

ξt−1
ψt−1
 rtYt/pit
 ,
then
B∗t = (VLL,t − VLS,tV −1SS,tVSL,t)−1(VLY,t − VLS,tV −1SS,tVSY,t) + op(1). (5.56)
We can write B∗t as
B∗t = (I,O)
VLL,t VLS,t
VLS,t VSS,t

−1VLY,t
VSY,t
+ op(1). (5.57)
Notice that E{ri−1ui|Li−1} = 0, E(ri−1u2i |Li−1) = ri−1 (1/pi − 1) , E(ri−1uirj−1uj |Li−1) = 0
for i < j, we have
VLL,t = E
[
diag
{(
1
p1
− 1
)
r0
pi20
L0L
′
0, · · · ,
(
1
pt
− 1
)
rt−1
pi2t−1
Lt−1L′t−1
}]
VLS,t = E
[
diag
{(
1
p1
− 1
)
r0p1
pi0
L0L
′
0, · · · ,
(
1
pt
− 1
)
rt−1pt
pit−1
Lt−1L′t−1
}]
VSS,t = E
[
diag
{(
1
p1
− 1
)
r0p
2
1L0L
′
0, · · · ,
(
1
pt
− 1
)
rt−1p2tLt−1L
′
t−1
}]
VLY,t = E
{(
1
p1
− 1
)
L0
pi0
rtYt
pit
, · · · ,
(
1
pt
− 1
)
Lt−1
pit−1
rtYt
pit
}
VSY,t = E
{(
1
p1
− 1
)
p1L0
rtYt
pit
, · · · ,
(
1
pt
− 1
)
ptLt−1
rtYt
pit
}
.
All the V matrices or vectors can be written as the form of diagonal blocks. If V is a matrix,
then V = diag(V (1), . . . , V (t)), where dim{V (j)} = dim(Lj−1)× dim(Lj−1). If V is a vecotr,
then V = (V (1)′, . . . , V (t)′)′, where dim{V (j)} = dim(Lj−1)× 1. Then B∗t = (B∗1t′, . . . , B∗1t′)′,
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where
B∗j,t = {VLL,t(j)− VLS,t(j)V −1SS,t(j)VSL,t(j)}−1{VLY,t(j)− VLS,t(j)VSS,t(j)−1VSY,t(j)}
= (Idim(Lj−1), 0)
E
rj−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

′

−1
× E
 rtpit
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1
Yt
 .
5.A.2 Proof of Theorem 5.2
Proof.
Yˆt,opt = E˜{rtYt/pˆit} − Eˆ{ξˆt−1}′Bˆt − E˜{ψˆt−1}′Cˆt.
Denote parameter γ = (B,C, φ)′ and γ∗ = (B∗t , C∗t , φ¯∗t ), then define
µ1(γ) = E
∗
γ{rtYt/pit} −B′Eγ∗{ξt−1} − C ′Eγ∗{ψt−1}.
Then under regularity conditions (C1) - (C4), we are able to do the following derivatives,
∂µ1(γ)
∂B
∣∣∣
γ=γ∗
= Eγ∗{ξt−1}|γ=γ∗ = 0
∂µ1(γ)
∂C
∣∣∣
γ=γ∗
= Eγ∗{ψt−1}|γ=γ∗ = 0.
Moreover, notice that S¯t = nE˜{ψt−1}. Under conditions (C1)-(C6), by the results we have
shown in Theorem 5.1, using the same notations, we have
∂µ1(γ)
∂φ
∣∣∣
γ=γ∗
= VY S,t −B∗t ′VLS,t − C∗t ′VSS,t
To show that ∂µ1(γ)∂φ
∣∣∣
γ=γ∗
= 0, it suffices to show that
V −1SS,tVY S,t − V −1SS,tVSL,tB∗t = C∗t = (O, I)
VLL,t VLS,t
VSL,t VSS,t

−1VLY,t
VSY,t
 . (5.58)
Note that
B∗t = (I,O)
VLL,t VLS,t
VSL,t VSS,t

−1VLY,t
VSY,t
 ,
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and we can show the following equality
V −1SS,tVY S = (V
−1
SS,tVSL,t, I)
VLL,t VLS,t
VSL,t VSS,t

−1VLY,t
VSY,t
 ,
(5.58) then follows. Therefore, the Randles (1982) condition is satisfied, and
Yˆt,opt = E˜(rtYt/pit)−
t∑
j=1
D∗j,t
′E˜
rj−1uj
 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

+ op(n−1/2), (5.59)
where
D∗j,t = E
−1
rj−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1

′E

(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1
 rtYt
pit
 .
Let ηt be the random quantity as given in (5.33), then Yˆt,opt = E˜(ηt) + op(n
−1/2). Because ηt
has second moment, by central limit theorem, (5.34) holds. Now we shall show that V ar(ηt)
can be consistently estimated by Vˆ = (n− 1)−1E˜{(ηˆt − ¯ˆηt)2}, where
ηˆi,t = ritYit/pˆiit −
t∑
j=1
Dˆ′j,tri,j−1uˆi,j(L
′
i,j−1/pˆii,j−1, pˆijL
′
i,j−1)
′.
Note that we have already shown E˜{ηˆt} = E˜(ηt) + op(n−1/2), it then suffices to show that
E˜{ηˆtηˆ′t} = E˜{ηtη′t} + op(1). By (C1), (C2), (C4), (C6), there exists a neighborhood N¯t of
φ¯∗t such that E[supφ¯t∈N¯t ‖ηt‖] < ∞, E[supφ¯t∈N¯t ‖ηtη′t‖] < ∞. By Lemma 4.3 of Newey and
McFadden (1994), we have Dˆj,t = D
∗
j,t + op(1) and E˜{ηˆtηˆ′t} = E˜{ηtη′t} + op(1). Therefore,
Vˆ = (n − 1)−1E˜{(ηt − η¯t)2} + op(n−1) = n−1V ar(ηt) + op(n−1). That is Vˆ /{V ar(ηt)/n} =
1 + op(1).
5.A.3 Comment for Remark 5.3
The following comment shows that whether estimating µX , µ1, . . . , µT simultaneously or not
does not matter using our GMM approach. Denote φ = (φ′1, . . . , φ′T )
′, θ = (µX , µ1, . . . , µT )′.
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Let
g(X ; θ,φ) =

E˜{r0X/pi0} − µX
E˜{r1Y1/pi1} − µ1
E˜{r2Y2/pi2} − µ2
...
E˜{rTYT /piT } − µT
E˜{ξT−1}
E˜{ψT−1}

=
A(X ; θ,φ)
B(X ;φ)
 .
We can obtain θˆ by minimizing Q˜ with respect to θ, where
Q˜ = g(X ; θ, φˆ)′[V ar{g(X ; θ,φ)}]−1g(X ; θ, φˆ),
which is equivalent to minimizing A(X ; θ, φˆ)[V ar{A(X ; θ, φˆ)}]−1A(X ; θ, φˆ), similar to our dis-
cussion in the T = 1 case. Notice that the solution to Q˜ would not change, if we rearrange
B(X ;φ) as
B(X ;φ) = E˜

r0u1
 L0pi0
p1L0

r1u2
 L1pi1
p2L1

...
rt−1uT
 LT−1piT−1
pTLT−1


.
Q˜ can be written as Q˜ = Q˜1 + Q˜2, where Q˜2 = B(X ; φˆ)′[V ar{B(X ;φ)}]−1B(X ; φˆ) and Q˜1 is
Q˜1 = {A(X ; θ, φˆ)− Cov{A(X ; θ,φ), B(X ;φ)}[V ar{B(X ;φ)}]−1B(X ; φˆ)}
× [V ar{A(X ; θ,φ)} − Cov{A(X ; θ,φ), B(X ;φ)}[V ar{B(X ;φ)}]−1
× Cov{B(X ;φ), A(X ; θ,φ)}]−1
× {A(X ; θ, φˆ)− Cov{A(X ; θ,φ), B(X ;φ)}[V ar{B(X ;φ)}]−1B(X ; φˆ)}.
Now consider V ar{B(X ;φ)}, which would be a matrix of diagonal blocks, that is,
V ar{B(X ;φ)} = diag
V ar
r0u0
 L0pi0
p1L0

 , . . . , V ar
rt−1uT
 LT−1piT−1
pTLT−1


 .
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On the other hand, if we look at Cov{A(X ; θ,φ), B(X ;φ)}, it is equal to the following lower
triangular matrix

Cov{E˜(r0X/pi0), B(X ;φ)}
Cov{E˜(r1Y1/pi1), B(X ;φ)}
Cov{E˜(r2Y2/pi2), B(X ;φ)}
...
Cov{E˜(rTYT /piT ), B(X ;φ)}

=

O
Cov
E˜(r1Y1/pi1), E˜
ξ0
ψ0

 O
Cov
E˜(r2Y2/pi1), E˜
ξ1
ψ1

 O
...
Cov
E˜(rTYT /pi1), E˜
ξT−1
ψT−1

 O

.
Therefore, µt can be estimated by solving
E˜{rtYt/pˆit} − µt − Cˆov
E˜(rTYT /pi1), E˜
ξt−1
ψt−1

V ar−1
rt−1ut
 Lt−1pit−1
ptLt−1

 E˜
 ξˆt−1
ψˆt−1
 ,
which is the same as minimizer of Qt in (5.29).
5.A.4 Sketch of Proof for Corollary 5.1
Proof. With similar arguments to the proof of Theorem 5.1, under conditions (C1)-(C8), we
have
E˜A(ξˆt−1) = E˜A(ξt−1)− E{E˜A(ξt−1ψ′t−1)|FN}[E{E˜A(ψt−1ψ′t−1/w)|FN}]−1
× E˜A(ψt−1/w) + op(n−1/2),
E˜A(rtYt/pˆit) = E˜A(rtYt/pit)− E[E˜A{(rtYt/pit)ψ′t−1}|FN ][E{E˜A(ψt−1ψ′t−1/w)|FN}]−1
× E˜A(ψt−1/w) + op(n−1/2).
Note that E{(rit/pit− 1)ri,t−1|A,FN} = E[E{(rit/pit− 1)ri,t−1|ri,t−1, A,FN}|A,FN ] = 0, then
E{E˜A(ξt−1)|A,FN} = 0, E{E˜A(ψt−1/w)|A,FN} = 0, and
Cov{E˜A(ξt−1), E˜A(ψt−1/w)|FN} = E{E˜A(ξt−1ψt−1)′|FN}
V ar{E˜A(ψt−1)/w|FN} = E{E˜A(ψt−1ψ′t−1/w)|FN}
Cov{E˜A(rtYt/pit), E˜A(ψt−1/w)|FN} = E[E˜A{(rtYt/pit)ψ′t−1}|FN ].
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The rest of this proof would follow similarly from the proof of Theorem 5.1. One important step
is to calculate V ar[E˜A{(ξ′t−1, ψ′t−1/w)′}|FN ] and Cov[E˜A(rtYt/pit), E˜A{(ξ′t−1, ψ′t−1/w)′}|FN ].
V ar
E˜A
 ξt−1
ψt−1/w
∣∣∣∣∣FN
 = V ar
E
E˜A
 ξt−1
ψt−1/w
∣∣∣∣A,FN

∣∣∣∣∣FN

+ E
V ar
E˜A
 ξt−1
ψt−1/w
∣∣∣∣A,FN

∣∣∣∣∣FN
 .
We only have to calculate the second term as the first term is 0. For the second term, notice
that
V ar
E˜A
 ξt−1
ψt−1/w
∣∣∣∣A,FN

=
1
N2
∑
i∈A
w2i V ar

 ξi,t−1
ψi,t−1/wi
∣∣∣∣A,FN

=
 N−2∑i∈A ω2i V ar(ξi,t−1|A,FN ) N−2∑i∈A ωiCov(ξi,t−1, ψi,t−1|A,FN )
N−2
∑
i∈A ωiCov(ψi,t−1, ξi,t−1|A,FN ) N−2
∑
i∈A V ar(ψi,t−1|A,FN )
 .
Again V ar(ξi,t−1|A,FN ) can be written as a matrix of diagonal blocks such that it is equal to
diag[V ar{(ri1/pi1 − 1)ri0Li,0/pii,0|A,FN}, . . . , V ar{(rit/pit − 1)ri,t−1Li,t−1/pii,t−1|A,FN}],
where
V ar{(rij/pij − 1)ri,j−1Li,j−1/pii,j−1|A,FN} =
Li,j−1L′i,j−1
pi2i,j−1
(1/pij − 1)pii,j−1.
Other related terms can be obtained in a similar fashion. Thus
V ar
E˜A
 ξt−1
ψt−1/w
∣∣∣∣∣FN
 =
V˜LL,t V˜LS,t
V˜SL,t V˜SS,t
 ,
where
V˜LL,t = N
−2
N∑
i=1
ωidiag
{
Li,0L
′
i,0
pi2i,0
(1/pi1 − 1)pii,0, . . . ,
Li,t−1L′i,t−1
pi2i,t−1
(1/pit − 1)pii,t−1
}
,
V˜LS,t = N
−2
N∑
i=1
diag
{
pi1Li,0L
′
i,0
pii,0
(1/pi1 − 1)pii,0, . . . ,
pitLi,t−1L′i,t−1
pii,t−1
(1/pit − 1)pii,t−1
}
,
V˜SS,t = N
−2
N∑
i=1
ω−1i diag
{
p2i1Li,0L
′
i,0(1/pi1 − 1)pii,0, . . . , p2itLi,t−1L′i,t−1(1/pit − 1)pii,t−1
}
.
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Cov[E˜A(rtYt/pit), E˜A{(ξ′t−1, ψ′t−1/w)′}|FN ] = (V˜ ′Y L, V˜ ′Y S)′, where
V˜Y L = N
−2
N∑
i=1
ωiYi,t
{
(1/pi1 − 1)L′i,0/pii0, . . . , (1/pit − 1)L′i,t−1/pii,t−1
}′
V˜Y S = N
−2
N∑
i=1
Yi,t
{
(1− pi1)L′i,0, . . . , (1− pit)L′i,t−1
}′
.
Similarly to the diagonal block-wise technique used in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we obtain the
optimal Bt∗ = (B∗1t′, . . . , B∗tt′)′, where
B∗j,t = {V˜LL,t(j)− V˜LS,t(j)V˜ −1SS,t(j)V˜SL,t(j)}−1{V˜LY,t(j)− V˜LS,t(j)V˜SS,t(j)−1V˜SY,t(j)}
= (Idim(Lj−1), 0)
V˜LL(j) V˜LS(j)
V˜LS(j) V˜SS(j)

−1V˜LY (j)
V˜SY (j)

= (Idim(Lj−1), 0)
E˜
wpij−1
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w

 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w

′

−1
× E˜
w
(
1
pj
− 1
) 1pij−1Lj−1
pjLj−1/w
Yt
 .
The consistency of the estimator in (5.44) naturally follows.
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